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We keep finding used coffee cups in the classrooms. -------- you please stop bringing coffee into

class with you? 

Would Shall Should Might

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In order to stay healthy, you ---------- eat more vegetables. 

should might may could

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You --------- go through customs when you enter a new country. 

had not should not must must not

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Betty -------------- carefully, she has already crashed two cars. 

had better drive had better to drive

better to drive would better

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Bob ----------------so much. He’s obese already. 

had not better eat had better not to eat

had better don’t eat had better not eat 

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When I started to work here, I ------------- all the work on my own but now I get a lot of help. 

am used to doing used to do 

get used to doing be used to do

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A few of the boys started the race without enough warm-up. They -------- like that as they had

muscle disturbance after the race. 

couldn’t have begun mustn’t begin

may not have begun shouldn’t have begun 

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When I looked at my watch some time ago, it was 12:15. Now it is still 12:15. It --------- . 

should have broken must be breaking 

ought to be broken must have broken 

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Jack was looking for a job but ----------- of that good offer surprised me a lot. 

him rejection his rejection he rejecting his rejecting 

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They are not twins but ---------- to his brother is striking! 

his resemblance him resemblance

resembling he resembles

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It is snowing today ------- there are no buses and I can’t come to school. 

because but so whereas 

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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We will visit Australia --------- New Zealand during our next vacation. 

and but so because

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I wanted to go to the concert,-------- all the tickets were already sold. 

and but for so

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Let’s not go anywhere at the weekend. The weather reports say it is going to be rainy; -------, we

have a project to complete then. 

therefore yet moreover as a result

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Do --------- of you have any money I can borrow? 

either   both   neither together

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Neither my uncle ------- my aunt could come to the party. 

nor  or   and  both 

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Neither of ------- likes Rap music. 

they   then   them their

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Both my mum and my dad ----------. 

drives  drive to drive has drove

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Last week, our teacher told us that we -------- a spelling test at the end of the week on Friday. 

did have would have had had would had

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Three days ago a friend told me that she was going to visit me ------- but she didn’t arrive. 

tomorrow yesterday the day before the next day 

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When I spoke to Belen, yesterday, she said that she --------- to a party the night before. 

went had gone was going did go 

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher asked us about our favorite sports and everybody said that they ------ football. 

liked are liking were liking had like

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The way you dress is --------- annoys me most. 

which how when what

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

England’s greatest playwright, Shakespeare, one of -------- most read works is Hamlet, plays still

the dominant role in literature. 

whom which who whose

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Everybody -------- was present at the seminar was  given a book ------- on marketing strategies. 

that / written who / that wrote

which / writing whom / who wrote

25-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Turkey ------- connects Asia and Europe, plays a substantial role in intercontinental transportation. 

where what which who

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mehdi, two of ------- brothers attend primary school, wishes to be a school principal after his

graduation from university. 

whom them whose which

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You are allowed to have just half an hour, after -------- you are supposed to submit your exam

paper. 

what when which whose

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Let me explain the reason ------ we sometimes take over three hours to finish. 

when why where whom 

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This is the most boring place ------- I’ve ever been to. 

------ what which where

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I locked the door -------- be disturbed. 

so as not to so that in order to such as

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

--------- of the fact that he wasn’t well educated, he was given the job. 

Although In spite Yet Despite

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Smart -------- he is, he didn’t solve that problem. 

so as but as if

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-------- she was ill, she managed to win the race. 

Even though Despite However As though

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Peter behaves ---------- he didn’t know where we are.

as as though yet although

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The salary of state workers won’t get raised --------- the government sells its products. 

so that thereby as unless 

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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You may get malaria -------- you are bitten by a mosquito. 

if so that though before

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If he had listened to his mother, he ---------- stayed home. 

would would have will should

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If she --------- more attention she would not have crashed. 

paid have paid would paid had paid 

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If I -------- Mary last night, I -------- her to bring my CD today. 

saw / would remind was seeing / could have reminded

had seen / would have reminded were to see / would be reminding

40-

1. 2.

3. 4.

There -------- such a big accident if the roads ------- icy. 

weren’t / haven’t been won’t be / aren’t going to be

might not have been / aren’t wouldn’t have been / weren’t

41-

1. 2.

3. 4.

For most people in the 21st century, it’s hard to imagine ------- without television. 

live living  to live lived 

42-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I’m so forgetful. I keep leaving my house without --------- to lock the front door. 

remember remembering remembered to remember 

43-

1. 2. 3. 4.

------- on a mobile while you are driving a car is illegal and can result in losing your driving license. 

Speak Speaking  To speak Speech 

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I don’t mind --------- after the children while you are at work. 

look looking to look looked

45-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our street isn’t wide enough -------- a forty-seat bus along it. 

drive for driving to drive to driving 

46-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I came to London ---------- my English. 

for improvement improving 

to improve improve 

47-

1. 2.

3. 4.

People ---------- late will not be allowed to enter the concert hall. 

arrived arriving will arrive to arrive

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The postman delivered a package ------- with newspaper. 

wrapped wrapping was wrapped which wrapped

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

---------- in London, Mike found out that he didn’t have enough money to pay for taxi. 

Upon arriving Upon arrived After arrived When arrived

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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